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conTrIBUTorS
Benjamin Boretz’s Fantasy on an Improvisation by Jim Randall, written for and first
performed in 2015 by the Cygnus Ensemble,
was recorded for Open Space by an ensemble
led by Scot Moore with Ian Turner as audio engineer. His string quartet Qixingshan along with
Robert Morris’s Quattro per Quattro was recently
performed and recorded by the Momenta Quartet.

richard Locke is a critic and essayist and
professor of writing at the Columbia University
School of the Arts. He’s written about the films
of Visconti, Fassbinder, Godard, the Dardenne
brothers, and John Ford for The American Scholar
and The Threepenny Review. He is also the author
of Critical Children: The Use of Childhood in Ten
Great Novels.

matthew Harris’s third commission from
the NEA, a piece for the Western Wind Vocal
Ensemble, will be premiered in New York City
this May. A work for shakuhachi and string trio,
commissioned by Kyo–Shin–An Arts, will be premiered at that time as well. Last year, Kantorei
of Kansas City released Music and Sweet Poetry:
Choral Music by Matthew Harris.

James paulk a former Associate Editor of NMC,
is a freelance music critic now living in New York.
He was Classical Music Critic at the Atlanta Journal Constitution for the past 7 years.

Joseph Keiffer (cover) was born in New York
City in 1952. As a child he lived in several European countries, studied at the New York Studio
School and received a B.A. From Brandeis University. After several years in the art and auction
business he left that trade to pursue painting
full time.

Composer mark Zuckerman lives in
Roosevelt, NJ. His “Coming in Thirds” is on a
forthcoming CD by pianist Jai Jeffryes.

andrew Violette is working on a cantata for
orchestra and chorus, a setting of the Gospel of
John, Chapter 20. It’s called Resurrection.
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Leonard Lehrmann’s opera Hannah, called
by Joel Mandelbaum “the quintessential Jewish opera,” received a glowing review in its U.S.
premiere Dec. 23, 2014, from Jonathan Dzik
(posted at http://sounwordsight.com/?p=1384).
In memory of Leonard’s mother Emily R. Lehrman
(Mar. 1, 1923–Jan. 13, 2015), his Metropolitan
Philharmonic Chorus will perform concerts Oct.
18 & Nov. 1 in Freeport & Roslyn, and the U.S.
premiere of the English translation she co–
wrote with him of Dargomyzhsky’s Rusalka at
Queens College Nov. 22.

Live
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Politics & Opera,
2014–15 by

LeoNArD J. LeHrMAN
Sheldon Harnick Festival

reviews

for star Maurice Evans, but now scaled
back a bit.
In between came (the evening of Feb.
22) the not–so–successful collaboration with Ira Wallach & David Baker,
Smiling, the Boy Fell Dead, reminding
this writer of the contemporaneously
initially unsuccessful Candide and the
even less successful Reuben Reuben of
Leonard Bernstein and Marc Blitzstein,
respectively; preceded by two works
with Harnick’s own music: Malpractice
Makes Perfect (Feb. 16 matinee), adapted
from Molière’s Le Médecin Malgré Lui
(one of several French–inspired Harnick creations, including translations
of Carmen and Chabrier’s L’éducation
manquée) and starring the incredible
mimic Christina Bianco (catch her on
You Tube, as millions have!); and the
most interesting of all: Dragons, a longtime project that could indeed be called

refugee from the Nazis, used to say: “To
be a conductor, you have to have a little bit of Hitler inside you.”) I attended
the matinee Feb. 2 when it was sung by
William Youmans, and regretted only
having missed what was reported to
have been an incredible performance
the night before, when Harnick substituted for the ailing actor by stepping
into the role himself!
I had the great privilege of interviewing Sheldon Harnick Sept. 2, 2014 in
the Jewish Opera class I was teaching
at Hebrew Union College where we
discussed the question as to whether
Fiddler on the Roof may be called an
opera. The lyricist initally demurred,
but then acknowledged that Joel Mandelbaum, also attending the class, had
a point in insisting that a work of such
seriousness and weight had every right
to be classified that way.

“Politics & Poker” from the 1960
Pulitzer Prize–winning musical Fiorello
has always been a hit of every show it’s
performed in. It certainly was at the June
th
5, 2004 Oceanside Chorale 80 birthday celebration for Sheldon Harnick
and was again at the York Theatre’s 5–
part Harnick “Muftis” (semi–staged in
street clothes) Festival Jan. 17–Mar. 9,
th
2014, celebrating his 90 birthday Apr.
30, 2014. But the interaction of politics
and opera, through history down to the
present, has been much rockier.
The York Theatre’s Harnick series
began with a 4–performer revue put
together by director Robert Brink, “A
World to Win,” much enjoyed
Ukraine Crisis
at its Jan. 19 matinee. It included “My piano teacher...a refugee from
by Mandelbaum,
gems from the aforementioned
the Nazis, used to say: “To be a Compositions
and 16 other composers, were
Fiorello as well as other successful
conductor, you have to have a little featured in my presentation of
collaborations with Jerry Bock
musical treatments of S. Ansky’s
bit of Hitler inside you.”
(Fiddler on the Roof, She Loves
1920 play The Dybbuk, the secMe, The Apple Tree, The Rothond of my five Jewish Opera
schilds) and brilliant cabaret numbers
an opera, based on a cryptic 1944 anti–
lectures at Community Church last
Harnick wrote himself, from “Boston
Stalinist play by Soviet writer Evgeny
May. Here too, politics played a role.
Beguine” to “Merry Minuet.”
Schwarz.
Jerrold Morgulas, who was also present,
The series concluded with the
Harnick had been wrestling with the
explained how he had a production of
almost–successful Bock–Harnick Tenpolitical implications of this one for
his opera The Dybbuk all lined up in
derloin, restoring the lovely female
decades. The wonderful finale, “Take
Moscow at the Vakhtangov Theater
duet “I Wonder What It’s Like [to Be
Care of One Another” was originally
(named for the director of the original
with a Man]” which had been cut in
preceded by 10 pages of didactic dialog,
Moscow production of the play), but
the original. I caught the final perthat Harnick reduced to two pages by
the current crisis in Ukraine had froformance the evening of Mar. 9.
writing a brand–new song, a title song
zen all sources of funding. Anastasiya
Former Bel Canto Opera tenor ingenu
in fact, for this production, to be sung
Roytman and Helene Williams sang
Mark Jacoby made his Muftis debut as
by the tyrannical Mayor, acknowledging
beautiful excerpts from Morgulas and
the minister, a part originally (mistakthe authoritarian tendencies in everyMandelbaum, respectively. The lecenly, Harnick admitted) overwritten
one. (My piano teacher Olga Heifetz, a
ture (viewable on You Tube) featured
6 | New Music coNNoisseur

excerpts as well from operas on the subject by David Tamkin, Ludovico Rocca,
and Shulamit Ran–Between Two Worlds,
with a very moving libretto by Charles
Kondek, whose libretti for operas by
Harold Blumenfeld, Hugo Weisgall and
Gerald Cohen are some of the best written in the last half century. (In a phone
interview, Kondek mentioned he and
Ran will have a new opera on Anne
Frank produced at Indiana in 2016 and
Atlanta in 2017. I tried for years to get
him a commission to work on an opera
I had interested him in writing with me
about Alger Hiss, but politics interfered
with that too.)
The Ukraine crisis also affected the
reception to two impressive productions conducted by Putin supporter
(and supportee) Valery Gergiev: Rodion
Shchedrin’s: The Enchanted Wanderer by
the visiting Maryinsky Theater of St.
Petersburg at BAM Jan. 14, 2015, and
the interestingly paired Iolanta of Peter
I. Tchaikovsky with Béla Bartók’s only
opera: Bluebeard’s Castle, seen at the Met
Feb. 3, 2015. Pickets inside and outside both houses protested the current
Russian government’s attitude toward
homosexuality (somewhat behind the
times, to say the least) and annexation
of the Crimea (which had in fact
historically been Russian, until Soviet
Premier Khrushchev, originally from
Ukraine, ceded it to his homeland in an
effort to quell internal political strife).
But the capacity audiences res–
ponded warmly to the very dedicated music–making, especially the
lively Anna Netrebko in the title
role of the Tchaikovsky and the
fearless (and in one scene totally nude)
Nadja Michael as Judith in the Bartók.
The two works were written less than

20 years apart (1892 and 1911), and
the idiomatic vocal and rich instrumental writing common to both makes for
as much complementarity as contrast.
Shchedrin’s work, based on Leskov
(known best to opera audiences as the
author on whose work Shostakovich’s
controversial opera Lady Macbeth of
Mtzensk was based) had been commissioned and premiered in concert
by Lorin Maazel in 2002, and was
then staged by the Maryinsky, which
brought it to NY for the first time.
Like most of his other works based
on Russian classics (the ballets The
Little Humpbacked Horse and Anna
Karenina, the opera Dead Souls–which
also engendered political controversy
at its 1988 US premiere when Sarah
Caldwell announced that she didn’t
have enough money to pay the visiting
Russian performers, and Senator Ted
Kennedy had the State Department
come to the rescue!), this one is eclectic
and full of music lending itself to dance
(the composer’s wife, after all, was the
prima ballerina of our time, Maya Plisetskaya), and Kristina Kapustinskaya
as the Gypsy did not disappoint vocally
or choreographically. The staging may
not have been optimal, the sea of reeds
reminding one of the less–than–satisfying recent set of Prince Igor at the Met,
and a cast change in the role of the
king provided competence rather than
confidence. (This was true of the central role of the king in the Met’s Iolanta
as well.) But overall, it was still good
to hear this work, full of soul–searching low–voiced choral sounds, which
repays repeated listening on the well–
produced recent Naxos CD set of
Shchedrin’s music that includes it. As
confirmed by the liner notes, though,

the English title is somewhat misleading. The Russian word otcharovannyi
certainly does not mean “enchanted”
in the sense of “Some Enchanted
Evening.” “Bewitched” (or even
“bothered” or “bewildered”) would be
a better term to describe the central
character, a monk meant to represent
the tormented Russian soul.

3 at Santa Fe Opera (2014)
Director Michael Gieleta was the force
behind an equally interesting pairing,
in Santa Fe Opera’s first production of a
double bill since 1993: Mozart’s Impresario, considerably augmented and em–
bellished, and Stravinsky’s Le Rossignol,
sung in the original Russian (seen Aug.
7, 2014). The reason for the French title
is that the opera was originally produced
in Paris, where Stravinsky was in exile,
as were the Ballets Russes. Mozart’s
very short backstage dueling–sopranos
sketch was fleshed out to include all
the singers who would then take roles
in the Stravinsky. The effect was largely
positive, with Erin Morley singing a gorgeous titular nightingale, but some of the
conceits were a bit strained, including
a hilarious Romanian–accented tenor
who then somehow loses his accent to
sing the Fisherman in the second half,
and a soprano–belted Champagne Aria
from Don Giovanni.
Also interesting, but only partially
successful, was director Stephen
Wadsworth’s
production
of
Beethoven’s Fidelio set in an unspecified
concentration camp (though probably Flossenburg rather than Auschwitz
or Bergen–Belsen). Diminutive–sized
but big–voiced Alex Penda was triumphant as Leonore (she was to return
in 2015 as Salome–something to see,
New Music coNNoisseur | 7
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and hear, judging from preview trailers on “Unveiling Salome”), with a very
sympathetic prisoner’s chorus and Paul
Groves as Florestan. But while throwing
the jailor’s family (Rocco, Jacquino and
Marzelline) into chains at the end may
have been consistent with the director’s vision, it hardly seemed true to
Beethoven’s sympathetic musical treatment of them. I interviewed Wadsworth
briefly after the performance Aug. 12,
and subsequently on the phone.
He admitted he’d been carrying
around the “baggage” of wanting to do a
stage piece on the Holocaust for over 25
years, having started one with Leonard
Bernstein shortly after their collaboration on A Quiet Place. Joan Peyser (not
always the most reliable of sources)
quoted him as saying: “Lenny said it was
to be about the tragic nature of history,
as it relates to this century, like war as a
fact of life, and how dangerous it is that
man needs to express himself and socialize himself in this way.” But the project
was abandoned. No music for it was ever
written, and the librettist is now unsure
of what shape the material will take, if
any–opera, play, or something else that
remains to be seen.
Most interesting at Santa Fe 2014,
though also somewhat frustrating, was
the US premiere of Huang Ruo’s Dr.
Sun Yat–sen, sung in Mandarin and
Cantonese (seen Aug. 8, 2014). The
38–year–old Chinese–American composer, who granted me a very friendly
telephone interview Feb. 27, 2015, is
no stranger to politics in his four operas
to date, especially An American Soldier,
written in 2011 with libretto by David
Henry Hwang for the National Opera
in Washington, about a Chinese American who enlisted and then committed
8 | New Music coNNoisseur
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suicide after being hazed and mistreated
by fellow troops in Afghanistan, all of
whom were convicted but given “a slap
on the wrist.” His Dr. Sun Yat–sen was
written for Warren Mok, Director of
the Hong Kong Opera, who performed
the title role in a production there, some
clips of which are viewable on You Tube,
and was scheduled to do so again at Santa
Fe, but withdrew suddenly “for business
reasons.” I told the composer that no
one believed that and, applauding the
power of his anti–tyrannical choruses,

He admitted he’d been
carrying around the
“baggage” of wanting
to do a stage piece on
the Holocaust for
over 25 years
reminded him of how Belgium got its
independence from Spain when a revolution started after a performance there
in 1830 of Auber’s opera La Muette de
Portici. Insisting that his choruses were
actually directed against the ruling Chith
nese dynasty of the early 20 century
and not against the Communists, he
nevertheless had to concede that in the
minds of some bureaucrats rebellion
is rebellion, and the Beijing government’s motivation for cancelling the
production scheduled there and putting
pressure on Mr. Mok to withdraw could
clearly have been the fear of a revival of
Tiananmen Square–type tensions and
demonstrations. “But what am I? Just
a composer!” he said smilingly. And a
“grateful” one too, as Joseph Dennis, a
second–year apprentice, learned the role
and sang it about as well as any non–

Chinese singer could. The rest of the
cast was ethnically mixed, with soprano
Nancy Allen Lundy a standout. One
looks forward to his new opera in progress, Paradise Interrupted, excerpts from
which were previewed at the Temple of
Dendur March 21. A full production
was to premiere at Spoleto in 2015, and
the Lincoln Center Festival in 2016.

Other Recent Operas
Other operas seen recently worthy of
praise, or at least mention, without
political connotations, include the marvelous production attended Dec. 14,
2014 at Manhattan School of Music
(performed by students and alumni)
of Ernest Bloch’s Macbeth (a through–
composed work comparable in quality
to Debussy’s Pelléas et Mélisande, and
significantly superior to Roussel’s and
Dukas’s works of the same period), with
impressive alum Robert Mellon in the
title role, directed by Dona Vaughn
in French (the libretto’s original language) for the first time in the US; and
seven mini–operas by six women presented Dec. 22 at Opera America by
The Aviva Players in memory of their
late co–founder, Dorothy Indenbaum.
These included Lou Rodgers’ Manhattan Mother Goose; Patricia Leonard’s
My Dearest Friend based on the correspondence of Abigail & John Adams;
Anne Phillips’ Plots on a delightful
libretto by Robert F. Benjamin, with
the composer at the piano; Julie Mandel’s The Pious Cat after I.L. Peretz; a
scene from Alla Borzova’s The Wedding
Gift of Pirate Granny sung by the composer, among others; and two works by
Mira J. Spektor: The Passion of Lizzie
Borden and Ladies of Romance, collaborations with Ruth Whitman and June

Siegel, respectively. Outstanding performers included mezzo Darcy Dunn,
deadpan baritone Charles Coleman,
solid soprano Karen Jolicoeur (sportingly singing mezzo), amusing tenor
Brian Hunter reprising the final Spektor piece he had sung the previous
April 4 on a Musicians Club concert at
Liederkranz Hall, and steadfast piano
accompanist Mimi Stern–Wolfe.

Marion Cotillard as
Joan of Arc
Arthur Honegger’s Jeanne d’Arc au
Bûcher is more of an oratorio than an
opera, but its staging at Avery Fisher
Hall June 10–13, 2015 by Côme de
Bellescize with today’s leading French

Catholic text by Paul Claudel directly
addressed anti–Semitism in at least
one passage, reminding Christians:
“The Jewish people await the Messiah, as we await the King, our Lord.”
A production like this, with its
satirical depiction of Joan’s judges as
animals, and her steadfast assertion
that her greatest weapon is love, stands
up to the radical rightwing National
Front in today’s France, that has
turned Joan into a symbolic rallying
point for their xenophobic stance on
immigration. In 1966 I asked Darius
Milhaud (Honegger’s fellow member
of the French “Six”) how he felt, as a
Jew, setting to music so many of Claudel’s texts. He said it never occurred to
him to be bothered by that.
Watching this magnificent
performance of this work,
and studying its history, one
can see that Claudel was
among those French Catholics who saw themselves as
protectors of French tradition, and that included both
dissidents and Jews.

actress in the title role and the New
York Philharmonic and New York
Choral Artists conducted by Alan Gilbert was a major musical–dramatic
event. In a symposium at the David
Rubenstein Atrium June 1, the director responded to a question (from me)
regarding the political controversiality of the work, both at its 1938 Basel
premiere and today. Initially commissioned and performed by the Russian
Jewish actress Ida Rubinstein, the very
New Music coNNoisseur | 9
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The Classical Style: An Opera of Sorts

Spano held everything together
beautifully and The Knights
played with clarity and preciby MATTHew HArris, Music by sTeVeN sTucKY, Libretto by JereMY DeNK
sion. On the first half of the
New York Premiere: Zankel Hall, New York city, December 4, 2014
program, Denk gave a rapturous
“Who’s Charles Rosen?”
intimidating. Indeed, the three triperformance of Mozart’s Fantasy
That’s what the lady sitting next
ads are presented as a love triangle
and Sonata in C Minor.
to me in Zankel Hall asked after
who meet up at a bar
Mary Birnbaum’s stage direction
glancing at the program for Steven
The libretto, by pianist Jeremy
made good use of the small workStucky’s The Classical Style: An OpDenk, makes a fine vehicle for
ing space between conductor and
era (of Sorts). Rosen, author of the
Stucky’s compositional gifts. As for
erudite book from which the opplot, there are actually three: one for
era derives its name, is a character
the composers, one for the chords
in this work, as are Haydn, Moand one for the professors, though
zart and Beethoven. Other charthey interweave. The multiple proacters include the chords Tonic,
tagonists, in touch with their inner
Dominant, Subdominant, a Tristan
Dangerfield, are each trying to get
Chord cameo, a music student and
their proper respect. In the middle
a couple of professors. Talk about
of all this stands Charles Rosen, the
inside baseball!
unmoved mover. His occasional but
orchestra. But even minimal stag“I wish they had warned us about
brilliant lines – straight out of his
ing like this needs a set and costhis,” my neighbor said. She and
book – are a counterpoint to the
tume designer. The cheap–looking
her husband, and just about everypandemonium.
clothing, wigs and props could have
one else in attendance, were there as
Stucky doesn’t try to sound like
been pulled together the day of the
subscribers to a nice little chamber
Mozart when Mozart sings or
performance. And not since that
music series. I could feel the anxiHaydn when Haydn sings. Instead,
junior high school play about the
ety in the room as they wondered
like Prokofiev in his Classical Symfounding fathers do I recall seeing
what they were in for. While the orphony, Stucky creates a consistent
someone on stage in old–fashioned
chestra (The Knights) squeezed into
sound that is his own voice while
garb sporting incongruous horn–
place at the back of the little stage,
invoking the classical style. The vorimmed glasses: Beethoven looked
I looked in vain for any new–mucal writing has an easy flow, and the
like Elvis Costello on a bad hair day.
sic or opera people in the audience,
word setting and orchestration are
Nevertheless, The Classical Style,
then braced myself for the poor resuch that, even with the orchestra
in its New York premiere producception to come.
right behind the singers, I could
tion, was a big success. There was a
But once conductor Robert
hear every word. This composer has
happy buzz as people left the theSpano deftly kicked things off and
a nice instinct for pacing his mateater, and I heard a few ask each othHaydn, Mozart and Beethoven
rial and excellent comic timing
er if the opera was coming back to
began bantering away in Heaven,
Tenor Dominic Armstrong as
New York any time soon. I hope so.
there was a communal sigh of relief,
Haydn and bass–baritone Ashaf
which quickly turned into howls of
Sewailam as Beethoven
were
laughter and occasional applause.
standouts in a very talented cast,
This work, for all its high–concept
but soprano Jennifer Zetlan stole
underpinnings, is a farce, which
the show as a foppish Mozart with
makes a comedy of triads not at all
her bewitching voice and presence.

Mary Birnbaum’s stage
direction made good use
of the small working
space between conductor
and orchestra.

10 | New Music coNNoisseur

Two Women

nal Verismo operas.
There’s not even a
by JAMes PAuLK, Music by MArco TuTiNo,
duet for the “two
Libretto by MArco TuTiNo and FABio ceresA
women” of the title.
world premiere, san Francisco opera, June 28, 2015 There are little shout–
outs to Pagliacci, Cavalleria
Rusticana
At the end of Two Women, my seatand Tosca, both in terms of the score
mate asked that we remain a minute
and
the text. Sometimes Tutino just
to try and measure whether the apgets too carried away. Rarely will you
plause was more for the performance
hear such persistent loud smacking
or the composer. I said: “I can never
percussion in the opera house. The
answer that question even if it’s Pucciwhole night was rather loud, actually.
ni.” The response: “That was Puccini.”
Perhaps the big, soaring sound is
Risk–averse American opera comTutino’s
earnest effort to distinguish
panies, when they commission new
his opera from its American cousins.
works, generally turn to neo–RomanThe formula has evolved to call for
tic American composers with libretti
a strong realistic libretto, so that the
based on popular movies, plays, or
audience can at least have the expebooks, while their European counterrience of attending a fine play, with
parts are busy with more experimena tonal score that doesn’t “get in the
tal scores and more poetic, abstract
way.” The problem is that these scores
The problem is that rarely become compelling enough to
matter; we wind up watching a musithese scores rarely
cal play, only with a big orchestra and
become compelling operatic voices. Mark Adamo’s Little
Women and André Previn’s A Streetenough to matter
car Named Desire are two of the more
prominent examples of this formula.
texts, all from European composers.
The most prominent American
In a twist, San Francisco Opera manexceptions
to this formula have been
aged to find Marco Tutino, a relathe two iconic minimalists: John Adtively obscure Italian composer and
ams and Philip Glass. Ironically, they
member of the tiny neo–Romantic
are perhaps our most successful opera
movement there, and the result is
composers.
being billed as the first major opera
Despite Tutino’s obvious efforts to
commission for an Italian composer
set
his opera apart, Two Women suf“in Italian” since Puccini’s Il Trittico
fers the same fate. If you want to
at the Metropolitan Opera.
write a Verismo opera, you darn sure
Tutino’s score is predominantly
need some strong, memorable stuff to
neo–Verismo: lush, with plenty of
compete with the great masters, and
melodrama and swelling. But it also
in the end, it isn’t here.
looks back to old Hollywood, as in
Even more problematic is the liKorngold. It rarely opens up into
bretto. Without a killer score, it
arias, and lacks the big tunes that the
needs to be a strong one. Two Women
audience takes home from the origi-

misses out here as well. Two horrific
rape scenes bookend the opera, one
by Giovanni, whose character is an
obvious homage to Scarpia; the other
by a group of North African soldiers.
Cesira has a love interest in a Communist, Michele, who is executed.
All of this is certainly opera material,
but these characters aren’t fleshed out
so that we care deeply about them,
and their music isn’t sufficient to do
the job.
There were, it seems, many authors.
According to the program, the libretto was written by the composer and
Fabio Ceresa, adapted from a script
by Luca Rossi, based on the novel La
Ciociara by Alberto Moravia.
That said, Francesca Zambello’s realistic production was the work of a
master. The black–and–white projections of wartime Italy were riveting
and were superbly integrated into the
opera, giving it a sense of time and
seriously ramping up the visual emotional impact of the evening.
Similarly, this was a night of fine
singing. The immortal Italian soprano Anna Catarina Antonacci gave
the role of Cesira her all. Soprano
Sarah Shafer was highly effective as
her daughter, Rosetta, with a sweet,
youthful tone. Baritone Mark Delavan was menacing and powerful as
Giovanni. And tenor Dimitri Pittas
strove mightily to make something of
the role of Michele.
San Francisco Opera’s Music Director, Nicola Luisotti, gave a less–
than–subtle reading of the score in
keeping with what I assume were the
composer’s intentions. And, for the
record, the standing ovations seemed
to be for the composer as well as the
cast, conductor and orchestra.
New Music coNNoisseur | 11
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KOWALSKI
LieDer, woLFGANG HoLZMAir,
BAriToNe, THerÈse LiNDQuisT,
PiANo, [BriDGe 9431]
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focating to musical expressivity the practice of composition
in a long–exhausted traditional language can be. That I think
this about the first 24 song tracks in this album of music by
Max Kowalski is entirely the retroffect of the last 4 tracks,
four poems by Rilke set by Kowalski toward the very end
of his compositional life (1951), in which, after a listening
increasingly invaded by a sense of being boxed in by inert and
formulaic phraseology (one poem line, one music phrase), a
repetitively designated assignment of roles to voice and piano
(the voice does the poem, the piano never rises beyond commentary, accompaniment, illustrative imagery), all the way
through a most un–Schoenbergian setting of 13 poems from
Pierrot Lunaire by Albert Giraud in their German translations
by Otto Erich Hartleben, a perfectly respectable salon–music
(charming! melodic!) composing–out of their most superficial implications–after all that, these four poem–music compositions for voice–piano ensemble, inventing themselves as
they go, traversing unpretrodden harmonic avenues, indigenously formed sonic images, producing vivid colorations,
tangible experiences of light– and dark–nesses, vocalisations
of expressions rather than serviceable singable word–phrases
not only knocked me out, had my ears listening bolt upright,
but stunned me with the realization that Kowalski’s final
liberation from the internalized musical languages he had
inhabited for 50 years made all the difference in liberating
his capacity for meaningful expression – and the potential
must have been there all along, paralyzed by the bonds of
four–bar phrases and late–tonal–music conventions. Until
the end I thought the performances by Wolfgang Holzmair and Therèse Lindquist were relatively unenterprisingly
uniform, if completely competent to provide an archive of
previously obscure music, but the striking sonic and interactive inventiveness of the last four performances made a completely different point, the point of how much creative power
can actually be liberated by a simple change of compositional
perspective.
12 | New Music coNNoisseur

By Benjamin Boretz

i DoN’T THiNK i eVer QuiTe reALiZeD how suf-

SAMUEL
ADLER
sTriNG QuArTeT No. 8
QuiNTeT For PiANo AND
sTriNG QuArTeT
sTriNG QuArTeT No. 9
JeroMe LoweNTHAL, PiANo
esTerHAZY QuArTeT
ALBANY [TroY 1426]

wHAT is iT THAT GeTs Music iNcANDesceNT? Does
it have to go over some brink or other, find transcendence in
some intensity of stretching some limit, transgressing some
boundary of expectation or amenity? Can music so skillful,
instrumentally grateful, texturally rich and complex, artfully
fashioned to signify unerringly its expressive location and direction, as this music by Samuel Adler burst beyond the confines
of categorical expressivity and heartfelt, eloquently expressed
sentiment to psychically dislocate its listeners from seatbound
concert witnessing to the transformation of consciousness
which is what you mean by “musical experience”? As a composer, I am moved throughout the hearing of this CD by the
lucid integrity of this crafting of sound; with Sam Adler you
always know exactly where you and he are, and feel surefooted
together as you fulfill and substantiate a piece–making trajectory. In the Eighth Quartet, the elegiac, the ethnic, the affectionate, the life–affirming are unmistakable, never in doubt, so
nicely and precisely delivered, symbolically and affectively–one
movement for each... As Jim Randall says, “Revolutions can
wait –”
The Ninth Quartet, amidst its fine Shostakovichean ruminations, exhales an erotically gorgeous slow movement that will
make you happy you listened to this CD.
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GEORGE
CRUMB
Voices FroM THe MorNiNG oF
THe eArTH (AMericAN soNGBooK Vi)
ANN cruMB, soPrANo
rANDALL scArLATA, BAriToNe
orcHesTrA 2001,
PercussioN soLoisTs
JAMes FreeMAN, coNDucTor
[BriDGe 9445]

an austere Appalachian–American sensibility, at the other,
to the straight–up music world. Giving it both Bing
Crosby and Meredith Monk. As were earlier the vernacular Southeast Asian instrumental and vocal affects to the
French musical world of 100 years ago. Huge liberation
from the hothouse Lieder–Opera hypervoice manners
of the previous 100. All of these gifts bestowed by those
grievously colonized cultures reincarnate as sonic personae in George Crumb’s Voices from the Morning of the
Earth; but the voices and instruments in which they are
reconstituted can never seem to shake off their high–art
pedigrees. So Blowin’ in the Wind as a Kentucky mountain
gamelan jam...doesn’t somehow compute, but the whole
CD gets points for trying, if maybe a bit too hard, and
there’s never a dull–or unfamiliar–moment. Ann Crumb
transcends her own cultural roots better than does Randall Scarlata, but the percussion gamelan does find the
escape hatch and swings through it. No anthropologists
seem to have been harmed in the making of this album.
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By Benjamin Boretz
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THe AMericAN VerNAcuLAr Voice iN iTs
MuLTiPLY DiVerse iNFLecTioNs is oNe oF
THe woNDrous GiFTs oF suPerABuNDANT
AFricAN–AMericAN MusicALiTY, at one extreme,

POUL
RUDERS
NiGHTsHADe TriLoGY
cAPricorN
oDeNse sYMPHoNY orcHesTrA
oLiVer KNusseN, PAuL MANN,
scoTT Yoo, coNDucTors
[BriDGe 9433]

eNiGMATic is NoT ALwAYs AMBiGuous.
TeMPerATure is NoT NecessAriLY HeAT.
What keeps you listening is not necessarily something that
moves you. Or feels especially compelling. Energy is not
necessarily force. Musicsound can just be there. Not being
doing anything beyond being. Not even coldness. What
keeps me listening? (I keep listening.) You can discover these
truths too by listening to Poul Ruders’s Nightshade pieces,
consummately (of course, of necessity) played by Capricorn
and the Odense orchestra on this Bridge CD. Yes there are
crescendos but not of intensity; an intensity fixed and maintained start to finish is experienced as a certain level of stress,
period. Reaches a certain penetration of the psychic ear
and stays there unflinching, uninflecting. Pure nonfriction.
Can a chill happen at a high volume? Without ever being
loud? Can sound emit and move and vary without change
without trajectory without departure without arrival? Can
music lines start without
beginning? Can long solo
instrumental lines not be
tunes? Can distinct movement have no tempo? Or
even any temporality? Can
this be amazing and riveting? And colder than the
Anti–adagietto from hell
could be? Yes. Highly recommended.
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NOAH
CRESHEVSKY
HYPerreALisT Music
[eM 1140 cD]
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some cultural afflatus. But listening to his new CD
engages the recollection of how the avantgarde music
of the 1960s penetrated, deepened, raised the spiritual,
intellectual, moral sights of the frontline rock music of
the time– but then (as I noticed in 1968 in a Nation
column) how far–out rock music reinfiltrated the presumptively “high–art” avantgarde music and turned its
aesthetic gaze 90 degrees onto the avant–pop cultural/
musical style which it pursues with unabating creative
enthusiasm and a degree of public response and involvement (it started even before Laurie Anderson) that
crossed all the wires of us fellow ivory–tower dwellers
(as we thought, not unpretentiously) by not crossing
over, but erasing the cultural lines defining species of
American artistic practice. This phenomenon within the
sphere of music has been abundantly experienced, but
perhaps not discoursed upon to the extent that the parallel phenomena in the “other arts” have been; people,
critics and scholars, have seemed more eager to cross the
lines themselves and straight–facedly address the manifestations of this aesthetic as an evolution of “straight”
music, more often drawing ostensibly pop–culture phenomena (the BeeGees, e.g.) into the focus of elevated
high–culture analysis than seeing that a new culture,
as new now as the Veblenian “leisure class” culture was
when it created an American aesthetic revolution in the
early 20th Century, has come in to being and taken firm
hold on American creative–musical life.
Noah Creshevsky’s music on this CD lives joyously,
effervescently, exuberantly–and with complete unselfconscious naturalness within that new culture; and I have
been grateful to hear it all from all these multiple perspectives.
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By Benjamin Boretz

oF course NoAH cresHeVsKY’s Music is
ToTALLY iTs owN Music, not a token signifier of

ROUGH
MAGIC
Music iNsPireD BY
THe PALeoLiTHic PAiNTiNGs
oF euroPe

By Andrew Violette

cD
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Music coMPoseD,
ProDuceD, PerForMeD BY
crAiG sAFAN
PerseVerANce [PrD 091]

13 TRACKS OF GREAT DANCE MUSIC
OSTENSIBLY BASED ON CAVE PAINTINGS.
The composer writes, “I took all the sounds that I had
gathered on my visit to the caves, and I took a lot of samples from other weird instruments that I’ve collected over
the years, plus my own huge library of sound effects; and I
loaded them into computers so that I could play them on my
keyboard using different music software programs.”
“I would distort the [orchestral] strings. I would detune
them, make the left channel a quarter tone flat and the right
channel a quarter tone sharp....I reduced the sound of a fiddle down to 8 bits, like old video games, so that they’re really
crunchy....With some of the brass instruments I employed a
lot of really low, weird balance techniques...”
“I captured many ambient sounds in the caves. In fact all
the reverbs used were modeled using the echoes recorded in
specific caves. Voices, footsteps, breaths, rocks, handclaps,
whistles, and even stalactites being struck; all were turned
into the various instruments I used performing the music.”
Mr. Safan claims that some of the tracks are based on shamanistic trances, though the effect is more Donna Summer’s
Love To Love You Baby than musicological. Make the Sun
Dance (a paen to the Sun God rising in the morning) is pure
prog disco.
I found myself playing the catchy tracks over and over
again. Rough Magic is a fun–filled guilty pleasure.
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WEBERN,
WOLPE, and
FELDMAN
ALecK KAris, PiANo
[BriDGe recorDs 9420]

By Andrew Violette

cD
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sPecuLuM MusicAe’s PiANisT ALeK KAris
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has
recorded several CDs with Bridge featuring the music of
Carter, Stravinsky, and Cage. He’s also recorded the strange
pairing of Philip Glass and Chopin on a 2–disc Romeo
Records CD.
Personal disclosure: I knew Mr. Karis casually when we
were both students many years back. He invited me once to
hear him play Berio’s Sequenza, a piece he was working on
at the time. His run through in a late–night Juilliard practice room turned out to be just right. At the time the piece
was considered almost impossible to play. Mr. Karis made
it seem almost easy. After listening to this CD I understand
now what a careful pianist, faithful to the score, Mr. Karis
really is. He is utterly faithful to the score of any contemporary piece he records.
On this CD he performs the music of Anton Webern
(1883–1945), who was Wolpe’s teacher; Stefan Wolpe
(1902–1972); and Wolpe–student, Morton Feldman (1926–
1987).
On the first track Mr. Karis performs ForM For PiANo
(1959) by Wolpe.
Brigid Cohen, in the AllMusic blog, calls the piece “a
short, but extremely significant work…a radical break in the
development of the composer’s aesthetic…reminiscent of
Webern.”
I’ll start anew on a different plane,” wrote Wolpe about
the work.
According to Cohen, ForM “consists of approximately
forty musical ‘images’ or gestures. The harmony of each
gesture is closely related to that of the next. The dynamics,
range, rhythm, and character of each gesture, however, is
strikingly different.”
There’s a live performance by Christopher Czaja Sager on
YouTube. Sager carefully shapes each phrase, with attention to
dynamics and touch, over an unhurried 5 and a half minutes.

cD reViews
Russell Sherman, also on YouTube, less
careful perhaps but more romantic gesturally, clocks in at 4 minutes 25 seconds.
Aleck Karis’ thrilling three and half
minute rendition accentuates what Elliott
Carter calls the “comet–like radiance” of
Wolpe’s late angular style. I can clearly
hear (with the aid of the
score) the working out of
the 6 note set of pitch relationships defined quietly in
the opening of the piece.
(For more info on this seminal work see
Martin Brody’s analysis in Perspectives of
New Music Vol 15 #2).
The second track is Morton Feldman’s
PiANo, written in 1977. After 13 years of
not writing for the piano, this big piece
is a nexus from Feldman’s earlier Berlin
Period (an example of which is his FirsT
sTriNG QuArTeT (1979)) to the later, more
mature piano music (for instance PALAis
De MAri (1986)).
Even though PiANo has no melody, no
single notes (It’s just continually varied
chords) it’s one of the most difficult works
in Feldman’s catalog.
To begin with, a look through the score
includes systems of four and oftentimes
six staves. It’s not unusual for each staff to
have a different time signature. The piece
as such is really a multiple piano piece
reduced for a single performer. You need a
dozen hands to play it correctly.
In addition there are nested polyrhythms
which run throughout the score. These
might be beloved by The New Complexity
composers but such hyper–precise notation is a real pain for performers who find
scores like this (which beg to be re–written
in clearer notation) both unattractive and
ultimately uninformative.
As an experiment, I copied a page of
PiANo into Sibelius and compared the
playback with the various performances
out there. None of them resembled durations of my Sibelius playback.
It goes without saying that whoever

plays this piece must have enough technique to be able to articulate all the events
in the score clearly. Frankly, as a performer
myself, I think the score is a monstrosity.
So why did Feldman write it that way?
Pianist and theorist Philip Thomas, in
his introductory talk to a concert of Feld-

recording in his careful middle pedal technique in the accurate coda (which “catches”
an 8–note chord held throughout).
But, really, I don’t see how this piece can
be played accurately in a live performance.
But that may not be Feldman’s point.
There are other well–rendered recordings
of this difficult work. Aki
Takahashi’s interpretation
(MoDe
recorDs–1996
but reissued in 2006) and
John Tibury’s, both of which are played
with integrity and attention to details,
are both available on Youtube. Marianne
Schroeder’s beautifully recorded Piano is a
personal fave. Her longish interpretation
(almost a half hour) sustains a perfectly
elegant pianissimo throughout. (You can
get this on Amazon from the CD MorToN
FeLDMAN worKs For PiANo (which also
contains a hypnotic performance of For
PHiLiP GusToN)).
At 23 minutes Karis’ PiANo seems a bit
rushed but it is perhaps the most technically perfect due to, as I mentioned before,
the miracle of over–dubbing and careful
editing
As an aside, Feldman is often compared
to Rothko. That painter’s monochromatic
colorfield is akin to Feldman’s great spatial
pianissimo. There’s a feeling in both artists of
a perpetual here–and–now–ness. Of course
in Feldman this is the opposite of Schoenberg’s 12–tone sound world structural
hearing.
Yes, Feldman is akin to Rothko, and yet,
in this piece he came as close as he ever
got to the artist Barnett Newman. They
were contemporaries, living in the same
NYC downtown neighborhood in the
1960s and 70s. Newman was noted for his
“zips.” (Newman defined a zip as a strip of
color reaching from the top to the bottom
of an otherwise monochromatic canvas.)
In the middle of PiANo, amidst a field of
pianissimo, out of nowhere, there are sudden fortissimo chords which rip the whole
sound–field apart. If these aren’t zips, what

“I’ll start anew on a different plane,”
wrote Wolpe about the work.
man’s music, The Art of Touch, which you
can readily find on the internet, suggests
an answer. Mr. Thomas asserts that around
the time Feldman was writing PiANo he
was interested in creating musical equivalents of Middle–Eastern rugs. “These [i.e.,
the Turkish rugs] followed clear forms
of color and patterning but due to their
intricate handwoven crafting allowed a
constantly fluctuating irregularity in the
smaller details of the pattern. Feldman
explored ways of reflecting irregularities
such as this in part through his manner of
notation which [in PiANo] is highly complex. However, the listener is unaware of
the more intricate details of this rhythmic
notation, hearing instead a meter–less,
beat–less wash of sound and sonority.”
Feldman himself would later abandon such complexity. “Precision did not
work for me,” Feldman writes, “It was too
one–dimensional…There was not enough
plasticity.”
Aleck Karis handles the Feldman notation nightmare as only a working musician
can. In his liner notes, which he wrote
himself, Mr. Karis writes, “I have chosen
to prerecord [certain] sections, using the
technique Feldman suggested for THree
Voices (1982) which enable the soprano
to perform three parts at once. By doing
so I can preserve the integrity and subtlety
of the pedaling, durations and silences,
so carefully notated in the score.”
He does preserve the pedaling, the
durations and the silences by way of over–
dubbing. He gets it right again in the
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are they?
Mr. Karis reserves the last track of the
CD for Morton Feldman’s last, grand
piano work PALAis De MAri (1986).
Commissioned by the composer Bunita
Marcus, she asked for a 10 minute piece.
He gave her one almost 3 times as long
(although it’s shorter than TriADic MeMories For BuNiTA MArcus).
The title, by the way, is taken from a
photograph in the Louvre of a ruined,
mud–built East Asian palace. Might
Feldman have thought the tragic pic was
reflected in the score?
Mr. Frank Sani, in his essay Morton
Feldman’s Palais De Mari: a pitch analysis, reduces the score to 32 basic sets of
pitches and chords. In the essay he notes
that “there is no immediately intelligible
pitch–set theory…behind the way the
piece is shaped.” Rather, the author proposes, Feldman’s big concern at this time
was resonance (how Cage–ian!) and a
“flow of invention,” in other words, letting sounds be sounds. Mr. Sani further
proposes that pitches are layered by way of
the sostenuto pedal, which is held down
almost throughout the entire piece. Finally
he notes that the true motif of the piece is
“the working out of various acciaccaturas
and appogiaturae which hang between
beats in most places throughout the 7
page score.”
In his essay, Between Categories: Hearing Palais de Mari, Adam Baratz notes that
Feldman’s registral specifications establish
tension within this meditative work and
that the silences of specific durations are
which are notated throughout give the
sounds “time to breathe.”
This is all very impressionistic. Hearing
this piece again I’m thinking there’s quite a
bit of Debussy’s La cathedral engloutie in Mr.
Feldman’s Palais De Mari.
There are least a dozen renditions of this
popular piece on YouTube.
There’s the classic Aki Takahashi version from the MoDe #54 CD. At almost
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a half hour it’s the most expansive of the
bunch and yet also the most structural.
He lovingly shapes each irregular phrase.
I came away impressed with his soft pianissimo touch and his ability to create a
long arch of sound.
I found Daniel Steele’s version to be
somewhat harsh and rushed. Perhaps the
studio was a little too dry for the piece.
I recommend a brilliantly executed
live performance by Michael Hicks, very
dreamy and beautiful to watch. It’s the
2006 Utah premiere on a Group for New
Music concert at Bringham Young University. Mr. Hicks “gets” the piece.
There’s a stunning live performance by
Luca Ieracitano on a mdi ensemble concert
at Gallerie d’Italia for the 2013 Festival
Milano Musica. It’s so intense and sensitve
a pianissimo I felt the sounds were almost
melting in my mouth like chocolate.
There’s the Blair McMillan live video
of the 2014 Rock Hall, Boyer College of
Music and Dance at Temple University
with fun overhead projections. I found the
miking a little too close for my taste.
There’s the Christopher Narloch live
performance at his studio. He gets all the
notes but I found it a bit rushed.
There’s a live performance by Andrew

Niess at the Black Box Theatre, NYC. OK,
a little colorless at times and a little standard.
There’s a live performance by Dunja
Crynjanski at the Vojvodina Institut for
culture that’s too literal. It sounds like
she’s counting all the time, trying to get
through the piece without a hitch.
There’s stunning color and pedal work
on Stephane Ginsburgh’s CD on suB
rosA (2001). I only heard a bit of the CD
but I’m wondering if she over–dubbed
too.
There’s Philip Howard’s classic, seminal
interpretation on NAXos as well as a classic interpretation by Marianne Shroeder,
whose work I alluded to earlier.
So how does Alek Karis fare in his interpretation? Rather well, I think. Though
not my number one choice (that’s a tie
between Michael Hicks and Luca Ieracitano), Karis’ performance is dead on
accurate and delicately phrased. The pedal
work creates a delicious softness throughout. He too definitely “gets” the piece.
Also on the CD is ForM iV: BroKeN
seQueNces (1969), a late work by Stefan
Wolpe, and the analysed–to–death VAriATioNs Op. 27 (1936) by Anton Webern, a
Contemporary Music 101 staple.
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STRAVINSKY in

HOLLYWOOD

BLu–rAY HD DVD 716404 FroM cMAJor. 53 MiNuTes.

By rIcHarD LocKe

I

n the year and a half between
November 1938 and May 1940,
Igor Stravinsky’s life was profoundly
upended. His eldest daughter, wife, and
mother died, and he himself entered a
tuberculosis sanitarium for five months
where he wrote the Harvard lectures
Poetics of Music (with Roland–Manuel).
He left Europe a few weeks after the
Nazis invaded Poland (he wasn’t Jewish but his music was denounced as
“degenerate”), delivered the lectures,
married his mistress of 20 years, and
moved to Los Angeles, where he would
live for nearly 30 years. Of the 109 original compositions listed in Eric Walter
White’s biography, 38 were created during this long and astonishingly fecund
third act of his life which saw him
transform himself in his sixties from a
neo–classical to a serial composer, from
the new American citizen who created
Symphony in Three Movements in 1945
and the Mozartian–Hogarthian opera
The Rake’s Progress (with libretto by
W. H. Auden and Chester Kallman) in
1951 to the vigorous 75–year–old who
composed Agon for George Balanchine
in 1957 and the much–honored 84–
year–old who wrote Requiem Canticles
four years before he died in 1971.
The great facilitator of the transformation from neo–classicism to
serialism was Robert Craft, who joined
his Hollywood household at the age of
24 and became his amanuensis, advisor, collaborator, and to all intents and
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purposes his foster son. Craft lived with
Stravinsky and his wife from 1948 to
Stravinsky’s death, but early in their cohabitation he would go back and forth
between Stravinsky’s house and Schoenberg’s nearby where he provided similar
assistance–as if he embodied a reconciliation of rival father figures, which
in fact he did in the most immediate
way, by conducting and recording their
work. Stravinsky and Schoenberg never
spoke during the 11 years they lived as
neighbors, but the sight of Schoenberg’s
death mask within days of his death
in 1951 seems to have precipitated in
Stravinsky a burst of self–doubt – and
even tears a few months later – which
Stravinsky overcame by plunging into
study of Schoenberg, Berg, and Webern
(he attended 50 rehearsals of Schoenberg’s Septet under Craft’s direction).
But even in such a short biographical
sketch as this, isn’t there a sentimentality, a reductive conflation of the creator
and the work? In longer accounts of his
life, it neglects his music to demand
that this “elfish” Russian refugee with
the basso profundo voice and a wide
smile at the ready for American media
(he didn’t smile in his European photos) should conform to a caricature of
the witty genius who suffered a crisis of
confidence but emerged triumphant.
Even if films and DVDs now make it
possible to see the material details of his
life and person (his house and garden,
his cane and clothes, his multicolored

pencils and erasers, his pets, his dampered, out–of–tune piano) and even if
excerpts from his compositions can be
assembled in sound bites, we’re always
getting the smiling public man not the
artist and not the art.
Since 1982 Tony Palmer’s film about
Stravinsky, Once at a Border, has been
a welcome documentary resource. It is
quite long (166 minutes) and more a
reference tool than a work of art, but
it’s valuable. Which makes it surprising that Marco Capalbo chose to make
a much shorter (53 minute) DVD of
Stravinsky’s life and work in Hollywood
after 1940.
It does contain a few short re–assembled excerpts from the film
projects Stravinsky had at first attempted. There was the 1939 Disney
Fantasia with dinosaurs scrambling
to simplified extracts from The Rite of
Spring (Stravinsky got $5000 to permit
this, though Disney didn’t actually have
to pay him anything since the work was
not covered by copyright). And there
were four commissions that were rejected: Music for Commandos Strike at
Dawn (1942), which was recycled into
Four Norwegian Moods. For The North
Star (1943), which was used for Scherzo
à la Russe. For The Song of Bernadette
(1943) with Jennifer Jones simpering
at the Virgin Mary, which was used in
the second movement of Symphony in
Three Movements, and for Jane Eyre with
gruff Orson Welles and ever–sensitive
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Joan Fontaine (1943), which was used
in Ode.
It’s fascinating to see how each of
these films completely swallows the tiny
bit of background music Stravinsky
concocted, and it’s always appalling fun
to see 50 elephants in pink tutus dancing his Circus Polka (1942). But the rest
of the DVD is a run–through of his
well–known later years. There’s almost
nothing about him in the context of
the social and intellectual life of Hollywood, though Franz Werfel, Edward
G. Robinson, Ernst Krenek, Peter Yates,
and Aldous Huxley are mentioned.
There’s an interview with Robert Craft,
now over 90, who is as clear and courteous as ever. There’s an exhilarating
glimpse of Balanchine at work with a
very young Suzanne Farrell. There are
shots of late manuscripts and references
to Stravinsky’s religious beliefs and settings of religious texts. And it’s certainly
good to get footage of the Hollywood
house and to see the Russian Orthodox
church Stravinsky attended.
But much of the film is devoted to following three actors imitating Stravinsky,
his wife, and Craft as they walk around
the house, sun themselves on the pa-

tio, and drive in a vintage convertible
out into the desert where we see the
Stravinsky clone get down on his knees
and pray with hands apart as if awaiting
the stigmata. (There’s even a glimpse of
a cloaked figure disappearing into the
desert–presumably a saint or the Savior
himself but it’s hard to see.) These “recreated sequences” are done in carefully
aged black and white or orange tinted
film with lots of specks and scratches.
Since nothing dramatic ever happens
(apart from the desert bit), it’s hard to
know what we gain from seeing a look–
alike pretend to write notes on a score or
(somewhat embarrassingly) sun himself
in a skimpy bathing suit. It’s not as if
a Fantasia Tyrannosaurus was about to
come around the corner. But that’s the
problem with using clichéd narrative
film devices for a documentary about an
artist’s life. Nothing much is gained and
the very thing that attracted our attention to begin with–the artist’s art–sinks
into the sands of sentimentality.
It’s completely bizarre that one of
Stravinsky’s most extraordinary works,
The Rake’s Progress, which occupied him
for three years and can be seen as both
the consummation and valediction of

his neo–classical period – and which was
first performed in 1951 within months
of the (liberating) death of Schoenberg
and the commencement of Stravinsky’s
exploration of serialism with Cantata
(which itself has become notorious for
its use of anti–Semitic verses)–should
not be mentioned at all.
Those curious about Stravinsky’s
life should look at Palmer’s DVD, and
those curious about his work should
look at Michael Tilson Thomas’s DVD
on The Rite of Spring, which moves
adroitly between narrative and analysis
and includes a full performance of the
Rite itself. But without plunging into
scholarship, it would be useful to read
White’s biography or Paul Griffiths’s
short critical monograph in the Master
Musicians series or to actually listen to
Stravinsky’s music on DVD or a television concert archive. Simon Rattle’s
2008 Moscow performance of the Symphony in Three Movements is available on
the Berlin Philharmonic app or a DVD,
and it will knock your socks off.
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Books

OTHER HARMONY:

BEYOND TONAL and ATONAL

by Tom JoHnSon

(Publisher: Editions 73 Two–Eighteen Press;
Second Printing edition (Nov 18, 2014))

by MARK ZUCKERMAN
While it may be tempting to sample composers’ published recipes for their source
material, these may not be good fare for
those on low–salt diets. Such is the case
with Tom Johnson’s Other Harmony,
though the amount of salt needed may
depend on your background and outlook.
The book’s subtitle, beyond tonal and
atonal, is an intriguing promise. There are
few musical issues more intensely examined
than “tonality” and “atonality.” Among
the myriad approaches, perhaps the most
interesting regards each as a framework to
apprehend a piece of music rather than an
inherent property of the music itself. From
this perspective, as eloquently articulated
by John Rahn in his classic Basic Atonal
Theory, tonality and atonality are filters
employed by a listener who experiences
a piece of music as “tonal” or “atonal”
depending on the filter. How satisfactory
the experience turns out depends on how
well the filter integrates what’s being heard
and how well the listener uses it.
The fundamental objective of listening is achieving coherence, from which
all other experiential aspects–visceral,
emotional, and intellectual–flow. Music
emerges through coherence; incoherence
is noise. Music theories set forth principles
of coherence used in constructing conceptual models for music, either descriptive
(i.e., analysis as listening aid–Rahn’s “filter”) or prescriptive (compositional aid).
Musicology provides another approach to
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illuminating coherence, regarding aspects
of tonality and atonality–and their differences–as matters of style based on a wide
and deep knowledge of relevant musical
literature.
Johnson’s approach is entirely different. He introduces the book by describing
a debate he observed raging in the late
1960s between two opposing camps of
composers: tonalists (as represented by
Ned Rorem) and atonalists (e.g., Charles
Wuorinen). So what matters is not so
much what tonality and atonality have to

practice. Bartók and unnamed others are
for Johnson kindred spirits whose compositional process is unencumbered by
parochialism–exemplified by tonality and
atonality, whatever they may be.
The bulk of the book presents pitch
materials generated by a number of different means drawn from Johnson’s personal
experience as a composer supplemented
by his research at the French National
Library. The latter he admits was somewhat cursory–reluctant as he was to
“become a musicologist” at his stage of

This is an age–old problem typical of the scientiﬁc community’s
attempts to explain musical phenomena, many of which may be
based on scientiﬁc truths but musical fallacies.
offer as the conflict between them: tonality vs. atonality. In other words, the subject
isn’t experiential, theoretical, or musicological, but political–and in the fashion of
current politics, Johnson casts a plague on
both their houses:
…Nobody seemed to really
notice that all this time Bartok
and others were writing fine
music without taking a position on one side or the other. I
think we finally need a new harmony book that goes beyond
tonal and atonal and considers
all the Other Harmony that
has dominated and continues
to dominate music.
Never mind that Bartók died a good 20
years before this debate purportedly took
place and that nowhere does Other Harmony attempt to explain Bartók’s harmonic

life–largely just refreshing his acquaintance with books he had encountered in
the past, most of which, unsurprisingly,
are unconventional and obscure.
There are chapters on the work of
musicians: Josef Matthias Hauer, a contemporary of Schoenberg’s who wrote
music using tropes, an adaptation of
medieval practice. There are several Russians: Nicolas Slonimsky, best known as
a musical lexicographer, a supporter of
avant–garde music, and a humorist, who
theorized about pentatonic collections;
Nicolas Obuhow, a composer of the first
th
half of the 20 Century who worked
with chords containing the entire chromatic; and Joseph Schillinger, creator of
the “Schillinger System” of composition
whose best known acolyte was George
Gershwin. Schillinger, like Hauer, developed an updated version of a medieval
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practice (isorhythm) as well as a catalogue
of chords constructed systematically by
combining intervals without regard to a
tonal reference. (with the emphasis given
to Russians, it’s curious that Alexander
Scriabin isn’t included, considering the
comparative value of his music and his
wider influence.) The best known composer
in this collection is Olivier Messiaen, who
developed a system of extracting chords
from modes whose intervallic construction is such that their content is preserved
when transposed. Examples of these are
the “whole–tone scale” (Messiaen’s Mode
1) and “octatonic scale” (Messiaen’s Mode
2); transposing the former by any even
chromatic interval and the latter by any
multiple of 3 semitones retains the original
content. Although Johnson uses Messiaen
as an example of Other, this property of
his modes is basic atonal theory.
Before we get to these musicians, however, we hear about a mathematician. The
th
18 Century pioneer Leonhard Euler
is known for many wide–ranging contributions, including the invention of
mathematical notational conventions and
ground–breaking work in number theory,
graph theory, logic, physics, astronomy,
and applied mathematics. Most of these
are still considered fundamental (some
even bear his name). His application of
mathematics to music theory–creating
chords consisting of overtones generated
by combining prime numbers–is not one
of these. We might well ask why Bach,
Handel, Haydn, or Mozart (to name a
few contemporaneous composers) did not
become Eulerites, but their failure to do
so apparently didn’t impede the quality of
their output nor earn them the reputation
for being stodgy.
There are some who speculate that the
reason Euler’s theory of harmony didn’t gain
traction was because it was “too mathemati-

cal” for musicians and “too musical” for
mathematicians, a too generous assessment
in keeping with Johnson’s that Euler was a
pioneer of Other harmony too radical for his
time because he threatened “sacred rules.”
There are two problems with this view: the
first is that Euler’s harmonics have to be
detuned to fit on the equal–tempered chromatic scale that was coming into vogue at the
time and is still in use today. This detuning
compromises the neat ratios that purportedly generate the notes and are put forth as
the basis for the theory’s musical rationale.
More important, Euler relies on an abstraction of music that fails as a model of musical
coherence. This is an age–old problem typical of the scientific community’s attempts to
explain musical phenomena, many of which
may be based on scientific truths but musical
fallacies. J.K. Randall’s paper Three Lectures
to Scientists presents cogent analyses of this
issue.
Unfortunately, this problem is the predominant flavor of Other Harmony, which
holds mathematics in high regard but low
insight. The brief chapter on tonality makes
passing references to the seminal music theorists Jean–Philippe Rameau and Heinrich
Schenker before leaving them far behind,
instead extolling the virtues of modern
graphical “visualizations” of the tonal system
that “give us a much clearer view of what
Bach and Beethoven and Brahms were really
doing…”–although there are no examples
offered to demonstrate the legitimacy of
this rather remarkable claim. Graphs play
an outsized role in the balance of the book,
which demonstrates a variety of methods to
generate notes, some algorithmic and others using mathematics largely as gimmickry.
The graphs mostly display networks of common tone relationships, some of which are
the product of the generating methodology
but many are merely a way of organizing the
material after the fact.

This is not to deny that mathematics
can have valuable applications in music
theory, especially in creating models for
musical dimensions like pitch and making
their properties apparent. Milton Babbitt’s
fundamental articles on 12–tone music
(Some Aspects of Twelve–Tone Composition,
Twelve–Tone Invariants and Compositional
Determinants, and Set Structure as a Compositional Determinant) demonstrate this.
Mathematics can also be used to inspire the
structuring of musical materials, such as
using Fibonacci series to control rhythmic or
temporal dimensions.
These are both a far cry from the kind
of numerology behind Johnson’s chapter
Heights and Sums, where we are asked to
add the pitch class numbers (not the intervals) of the members of a chord to determine
its “height” and to construct collections of
chords with the same height. The collection
with a “C–major triad” (0,4,7 = 11) would
also contain C#–D#–G (1,3,7 = 11), C–F–
F# (0,5,6 = 11) and so on. This is certainly
“other” harmony (i.e., not tonal and not
commonly atonal), but without superimposing another means of organization, how does
this means of generating chords relate them
musically and suggest a model for musical
coherence?
A passage from the beginning of the chapter Sums Modulo N illustrates in a nutshell
many of the ingredients of Other Harmony
that are hard to swallow. Johnson introduces
the application of modular arithmetic by
partitioning the intervals in the chromatic
collection modulo 2: five “even” intervals (0
mod 2) and six “odd” intervals (1 mod 2)
and observes:
At least since Fux, music
theorists have tried to agree on
how to divide the intervals into
a consonant half and a dissonant half, and they never really
agree, because it’s all a matter of
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opinion, but we can divide the
intervals in a completely rational way by simply separating
the even from the odd…and
this separation is easily found
in musical practice…The odd
intervals are not always dissonant, but somehow we hear that
the two notes do not belong to

dissonance function in schemes of musical
propulsion when they have any meaning
at all. Even in theories of what might be
called “quasi–tonal” music, as presented
in Vincent Persichetti’s Twentieth–Century
Harmony: Creative Aspects and Practice, “dissonance” and “consonance” are subsidiary
to patterns of “tension” and “relaxation”–in
other words, musical context.
Using modular arithmetic to partition the
chromatic is simply
a roundabout way of
identifying cycles produced by intervals
that are integral divisors of 12 (the size of
the chromatic collection). The cycle of 2
semitones (“mod 2”) is the “whole tone
scale”; the chromatic contains 2 of these,
each with 6 notes. Likewise, the cycle of
3 semitones (“mod 3”) is the “diminished
seventh chord”, 3 instances of 4 notes each;
4 semitones (“mod 4”), the “augmented
triad” (4 instances of 3 notes); 6 semitones
(“mod 6”), the “tritone” (6 instances of 2
notes). The cycles of the remaining intervals (1, 5, 7, and 11) reproduce the entire
chromatic, since they are not integral divisors of 12; their cycles are, respectively,
the transformations of identity, “cycle of
fourths,” “cycle of fifths”, and inversion.
All this is fundamental to atonal theory
and to 12–tone theory in particular. It
provides perhaps a more “rational” way to
divide the intervals than merely “separating the even from the odd” and it doesn’t
rely on vague evasions like “somehow” or
“something.”
What should we expect of a theory of
harmony (“other” or otherwise)? We can
start with classic models. Walter Piston’s
Harmony, first published in 1941, is an
excellent example, as is the Persichetti,
published 20 years later. Both are concerned with how harmony is realized in
musical passages. Both develop notions

once again we are expected to
conﬂate science and music
the same whole tone scale. They
are not coming from one world,
but are somehow juxtapositions
of two worlds. There is something rather rigid and logical
and structured about the odd
intervals and something softer,
smoother, and more mellifluous about the sound of the even
intervals, those that come from
the whole tone scale.
Although eschewing research required to
“become a musicologist,” Johnson, here as
elsewhere in the book, shows no compunction about making sweeping statements
with seeming (but undeserved) musicological authority. That aside, once again
music theory is cast as a matter of politics,
based on “opinion” rather than a coherent
framework. Once again we are expected to
conflate science and music: assessing the
“consonance” or “dissonance” of an interval in isolation is an acoustic judgment,
not a musical one, which depends on context. In classic tonal terms, for example, the
interval of 3 semitones can be “consonant”
(minor third) or “dissonant” (augmented
second); they “sound” the same in isolation
but function differently in context. Function is the crucial difference between the
musical and acoustic notions of these overloaded terms; in music, consonance and
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of harmonic function and progression. In
other words, both are concerned with matters of musical coherence.
In Other Harmony, we are asked to accept
a much lower standard for music theory–
succession as opposed to progression, no
notion of function, coherence seemingly
taken for granted–represented as progress.
Admittedly, as Persichetti writes, “Only
when theory and technique are combined
with imagination and talent do works of
importance result.” But what are the relative contributions of theory, technique,
imagination, and talent? Thinking of their
work as recipes: for Piston and Persichetti,
harmony theory is a source of nourishment, whereas for Johnson, harmony,
apparently, is spice. Without some main
ingredient, this produces a pretty thin
stew, however flavorful (if you can tolerate
the salt).
In memory of Steven R. Gerber,
composer and friend.
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